Rat rod jeep

The rat rod is an acquired taste, a vehicle with the rust accentuated and the road patina honed.
While the classic hot rod is painted and chromed, the rat rod revels in the weathering. Instead, it
means that those classic trucks , coupes, roadsters or sedans are rocking the rust as they
barrel down the strip. A good rat rod is all about a speedy build with a craftsman's touch. So not
only is it cool that this Ford Pickup has the proper rat rod This Ford Pickup Rat Rod has its own
version of cool. The stance and the V8 growl out of those tall stacks are instant indicators that
this is no Humpback trailer suitable to be towed behind a motorcycle or small trailer. One of the
things we like most about the recent "rat rod" phenomenon is that you never know what to
expect. At a glance, this Ford pickup looks like Very much a one-of-a-kind build!! Under it's
reverse-tilt hood, it is equipped with a LS1 motor, From the outside you may see a blue truck
with patina but if you Stk Chevy Pickup 3-Window Rat Rod Rusty Paint with Clear sprayed over
it, Sunvisor, broken side windows in back, dual outside mirrors, bedside and bottom removed to
down With a bold red look, proper V8 power, and those awesome vernicle stacks in the truck
bed, this Chevrolet C10 Apache Stepside has some true street machine appeal. This is a lot of
distinction for a very affordable price. After all, the vintage truck market is heating up with the
mainstream Chevys and Fords, but when was the With a trail-ready look, fuel-injected motor,
and the right suspension upgrades to deliver a go-anywhere attitude, this Jeep Wrangler is a
versatile and comfortable 4x4 for quite an affordable Remember that time you wanted to start
your own Rat Pack? This Cadillac DeVille convertible can make it happen with an amazing
presentation, luxury features, its original big This vehicle was purchased new in as a
conventional Ford. In , the owners decided to customizeit. It was one of the first customs to
come out of CA It is a pin clean, nut-and-bolt full custom creation New transmission, Front
Login Register. Toggle navigation. Rat Rods for Sale on Hotrodhotline - vehicles available. Go
to YouTube. Roadkill is our monthly road-trip video diary appearing on YouTube. If it's
accomplished anything during its month tenure, it's been inspiring viewers to hit the road and
build lasting memories while in search of cheap fun in cars. Many folks have taken to heart the
Roadkill mantra of making do with what ya got and having fun no matter what the road throws at
you. We've read their tales of adventure in the comments section of our videos and on the
show's Facebook page Facebook. They've searched for the perfect car or bought one that just
felt right, ridden ones that were nothing more than transportation to a unique destination, and
enjoyed the journey for what it was. Our recent boondoggle was the least planned of any of 'em.
We bought a Willys Jeep-rod, wrenched on it for a few hours, drove it for a few days, and then
passed it on to a fan during the filming of a new episode of Roadkill. We made our memories,
had our fun, and then sold the Willys practically for peanuts to a guy who would take better care
of it than we did. This is the tale of a good idea, not so good fabrication, and sticking to a plan
long enough to see it through, and then sending the good vibe onto the next suckererrhot
rodder. Freiburger has always wanted a bucks-down rat-rod flatfender Jeep, built
'40s-dry-lake-style with Ford wire wheels tucked beneath the body. Per usual, time hasn't
allowed it. But an episode of Roadkill that took us to a bar only reachable via a 5-mile-long dirt
trail was a great excuse to buy something close to his vision. Why wouldn't you pilot a lowered
Jeep off-road? Freiburger knew the history of Cappa's Jeep-rod, and Cappa was more than
happy to give him the lowdown, warts and all. The flatfendered euphoria quickly wore off after
the realization that he was snookered, and the online auction was bogus. Someone else went
home with Freiburger's favorite new Jeep rod. Craigslist would soon provide a suitable
replacement, though. A week later, on a rare degree night in Southern California, we hitched
trailer to truck and struck out to buy another rat-rod Jeep built by a young man who, instead of
getting cash, wanted to trade the thing for gun parts, thanks to impending legislation outlawing
semi-automatic rifles in California. Our typical Roadkill deadline meant there wasn't time to
barter or debate, so we bought the Jeep in the dark without test driving it ourselves, breaking
several cardinal rules of car buying. Our bad. As usual, plans changed, and we didn't film the
Jeep-rod episode until three months later. The Jeep sat under a tarp untouched until the day
before we were slated to hit the road. Until then, Freiburger had never even seen it in person.
When the tarp came off, we finally saw the Jeep in the light of day. No matter how long we
possess them, none of us will truly own our cars; we are merely their caretakers. At some point,
whether it's to a friend, a relative, or a total stranger, we'll pass along our hot rods to another
soul who sees something special in the manmade conglomeration of glass, metal, fabric, and
plastic. The next caretaker will instinctively judge our work, examining the modifications made,
and will either love or hate the transformation that took place while we were in charge. And so
we set out to judge the previous caretaker's "fabrication" work. We already knew the Jeep was
no longer a 4x4 and that the body sat atop a homebuilt rectangle tube chassis with a straight
axle from an early GM van and a Ford 8-inch rear axle with airbags at all four corners to carry
the weight. Until we crawled under it for the first time, we didn't know the rear ladder bars were

held in place by grade-five bolts that didn't thread into nyloc nuts far enough for the nyloc to
engage. Those bolts were in single shear, and bolted through an open-channel frame flimsy
enough that we could collapse it by tightening the bolts. It got worse. The bag mounts were a
mess and so were the welds. There wasn't a gusset to speak of to keep the mounts from
bending under the heft of the Jeep, the shock bodies hit the mounts, and there were zero cotter
pins in any of the castle nuts securing the steering and front suspension. It was a deathtrap, but
a cool-looking one. Time was not on our side, so we sucked it up, fixed what we could in a
parking lot, hit the road, and played Russian roulette, rat-rod style. The same yoga-style driving
position was required to operate the gas and brake pedals, and we are nearly deaf from the
sound of the uncorked small-block's headers exiting directly below the firewall. Amazingly, it
drove fairly straight when we could avoid bump-steering potholes, and when we found the right
balance between air pressure in the bags and carpet padding atop the seats, it rode well enough
to prevent us from slipping a disc. The no-seatbelt thing was even more of a concern than the
complete lack of a windshield, since we sat more on the Jeep than in it. We got used to the
severely limited turning radius the tires hit the front fenders and thoroughly enjoyed driving it
plus miles from El Segundo, California, to Parker, Arizonaâ€”until we encountered the dirt trail.
Our goal was to get to the Nellie E. Saloon, also known as the Desert Bar, built 12 miles outside
of town and 5 miles up a rocky trail in the heart of the Buckskin Mountains. The solar-powered
bar was built by an old man who doesn't appreciate the press poking around with cameras, but
it's a favorite scenic watering hole of locals and off-road vehicle lovers. A smallish six-gallon
gas tank, a broken shifter, and a transmission that leaked more fluid than we can drink in 45
minutes slowed our progress. Stuffing the front end into a dirt berm delayed our arrival until
sundown, just an hour before closing time. The Jeep had its tongue hanging out; the rut-filled
trail and a heavy right foot had caused one of the front airbag mounts to rip clean off the frame.
At the start of this trip we made the decision to sell the Jeep to whomever would pay our bar
tab, and that's just what we did. Good on ya! Hot Rod. It isn't new. The transplants included
Y-block Fords, small Chevys, and small-block Fords. In the late '30s, the U. The design was
considered to be government-owned, and the blueprints were shared with Ford and
Willys-Overland maker of the Americar, later a popular Gasser platform. All three companies
altered the design a bit and provided prototypes for testing in , leading to short production runs
in early Standardization was soon required, and the government chose the Willys design, but by
late , there was concern that Willys could not meet volume demands, and that its single plant in
Toledo could get bombed, halting production. Ford was then asked to build vehicles virtually
identical to the Willys and with totally interchangeable parts. Ford identified its early Jeep
bodies with a Ford script on the left rear, and even after the government put a stop to that
branding, nearly every part on a Ford-built Jeep carries a script F. They are even cast on the
heads of the bolts. Close Ad. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. It really started about three
years ago when we saw an artist's rendering of a flatfender Jeep hot rod on jalopyjournal. It
seemed like a cool way to build an original-looking hot rod for a lot less money than working
with a traditional Model A Ford. So we started collecting parts in the corner of the garage and
yard that for the most part sat untouched for several years. We didn't want to spend any money,
so these were the kind of parts that off-road Jeep enthusiasts simply throw away or recycle
because they are deemed too weak for heavy off-road use. Ultimately we wanted a rat rod
assembled with Jeep parts that was built the way a Jeep guy would do it. Since beginning the
garbage collection, we had seen several real versions of flatfender hot rods done in different
ways. While some had cool ideas and interesting lines, none of 'em looked like what we wanted.
And that's kind of the point of building your own hot rod in the first place. Eventually we
realized that we nearly had a complete hot rod Jeep in the form of a pile-o-parts. So we went to
work assembling our flatrod with recycled Jeep junk. Keep an eye out for the next issue, where
we'll slap the hand-me-down powertrain into our Sloppy Seconds project. The first frame we
started with shown here in the background came from Cappa's hammered '48 CJ-2A. It was a
mess. There were cracks everywhere and it was about as straight as Ryan Seacreast. We spent
a lot of time reworking it, but we eventually gave up and started over when Tech Editor Hazel
offered up this relatively clean and more heavy-duty M38A1 frame. So for the second time, we
went to work with the Miller plasma cutter and angle grinder to remove every unneeded bracket,
butch-welded towhook, and hoopty fabwork. We then went to work chasing down cracks. We
ground them out with a die grinder and welded them up along with the excessive holes that had
been drilled for who-knows-what reasons by previous owners. But by the time we were done we
ended up with a frame that was nearly as good as new, only this one was free. That is, if you
don't count the cost of a dozen abrasive grinding discs. Some areas of the frame needed
reinforcement plates added because the metal was torn pretty badly or simply missing. These
were then welded in place with a few plug welds and around the perimeter. With the rear axle

mocked into position it became pretty clear the frame needed to be clearanced in the form of a
C-notch. If you're working with a Toyota, Nissan, or other common mini truck there are plenty of
bolt-on and weld-on kits available. Obviously it wasn't gonna be that easy, so we made our own.
We started by hacking the 2x4 rectangular tube bumper from the thrashed CJ-2A frame and
recycled it to be used on the top of the M38A1 frame where the rear axle would be located. We
flipped the frame upside down for better access. Then we trimmed the frame for clearance with
a plasma cutter. With the frame still flipped over and the C-notches cut, we located the stock '71
CJ-6 front springs that we pilfered from Hazel's Hatari! The shorter CJ front springs helped us
get the ride height we wanted and we mounted them on the outside of the framerails for an even
lower stance. We started with stock early CJ shackles and shackle mounts and built brackets to
attach them to the frame. They are also reinforced on the inside of the frame and provide a
post-style mount for the front of the leaf springs. The full-width Ford 9-inch rear axle likely came
from a 'up F Camper Special. But this one had spent some time under Hazel's Willys truck until
he yanked it out. The 9-inch is a pretty good find and features a factory nodular third member, 3.
We didn't even replace the gear oil. New spring perches with a spring-under set it right about
where we expected. Months earlier Hazel had pulled this Dana 25 from his Willys truck and
dumped it in our yard. Using jack stands, we relocated it to the front of Sloppy Seconds. Wire
was used to position and hold the suspension components in place so the brackets could be
tack welded. The mounts are made from heavy-wall tubing that pierce the frame. Once
everything was positioned and tack welded, we disassembled the front suspension and welded
everything up. Sure, we could have used a true hot rod front axle with built-in drop. But we think
it will look so much cooler with a rusty diff-cover-less Dana 25 up front. The best part is that our
front suspension confuses most people. The spring flexes reverse of normal, so we flipped the
leaf pack to the top of the main leaf. As the suspension compresses the axle pulls up on the
spring and the spring gets shorter. We wanted what is called hairpin suspension and a suicide
axle up front. We located the engine and grille where we thought they should be and began
mocking up the front suspension. Originally we wanted to use an early CJ leaf spring, but it was
too long to be mounted transversely. The transverse leaf spring mount started life as a spring
plate for a trailer. We gusseted and welded it to our heavy-wall C-channel front bumper, which
was previously the rear bumper that we cut off of the old CJ-2A frame. We had to notch the
bumper to clear the pinion snout of the Dana These are all off-the-shelf hot rod suspension
parts from Speedway Motors. We had to open up the diameters of the weld-on brackets to fit our
Dana 25 axle tubes, but other than that, it's pretty straightforward to mix and match these parts
with the Jeep stuff. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. John Cappa Writer. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Refine your search. Wrangler 2 Willys 1. Automatic 2. Suv 3 Station
Wagon 1. Gasoline 1. Popular Similar Cars. Google Ads. Jeep Rat Rod For Sale 10 results.
Refine search. Rock Crawler 91' Jeep. Seller's comments and description: jeep was built 2 years
ago from the ground up with a square tube chassis all tig weldedcustom 3 link suspension with
coil overs in rear 9 inch rear endfront end is a torsion hybrid leaf link suspension all one
offsmall block chevy with a th transcustom built exhaust to rap around engine to passenger
side and then dumped throught a magnaflow muffler. Sounds very throaty. Aluminum radiator
with a electric fanvintage air air conditioningpower windowsipod hookup with two speaker
podsreplica 50 cal. Model machine gun mounted in backfuel cell in rear along with optima
batterypainted od green with us army letteringautometer gauges and a big keystone light beer
tap for a shifter contact seller. Seller's Comments and Description: Jeep was built 2 years ago
from the ground up with a square tube chassis all tig weldedCustom 3 link suspension with coil
overs in rear 9 inch rear endfront end is a torsion hybrid leaf link suspension all one offsmall
block chevy with a TH transcustom built exhaust to rap around engine to passenger side and
then dumped throught a magnaflow muffler. Trade Harley for project, rat rod, jeep, etc.
Somonauk, IL 4 years racingjunk. Trade Halrey for rat rod, atv, etc. Original transmission, flat
head motor, new tires, high and low gear and 50 caliber gun. Site map Contact Us Privacy
Policy. Click on email button. Welcome to eWillys. I update this website nearly every day with
jeep deals, jeep history, interesting reader projects, jeep related info, and more. These quick
searches can help you find things on eBay. People list in the wrong categories all the time, so
don't be surprised to see brochures in the parts area for example. The links to posts below
show jeeps grouped by models, condition, and other ways. Some of these jeeps are for sale and
others have been sold. If you are unsure whether a vehicle is still for sale or not, email me at d
[at] ewillys. There are plenty of interesting, unusual, historic and surprising stories related to
Jeeps and their owners. In addition, some of these features have nothing to do with jeeps. This
link will display all featured stories starting from the latest. Looking for parts and not sure
where to go? There are a variety of large and small new and used parts sellers both online and
offline. Importantly, the allure of buying a project jeep can be romantic. The reality of restoring a

jeep can be quite different, expensive and overwhelming without the right tools and resources.
So, tread carefully when purchasing a "project". If you have any concerns about buying a
vintage jeep, or run across a scam, feel free to contact me for help, comments or concerns. Has
been in various car shows. Had plans for it but dont have the time. Depending on where you are
you might not need one. Lots of thumbs up! Custom professionally built frame. Ready for
Cruise night! This truck turns lots of heads! Built bored 40 over, Voodoo cam, Lokar shifter, air
bags in rear, od green- tan interior with custom pin striping. Their is a ton of metal fab, frame is
custom. Please let me know what you think I am open to trades. If trade I want something equal
in value or possibly cash on top. This Willys Wagon Maverick was restored a few years back by
a coffee shop in southern California. Unfortunately, that coffee shop went tits up so they sold
the Willys to the guy I purchased it from. This car is a nice driver not a show car. It has a chevy
motor with an automatic transmission. This thing gets lots of attention. It will come with the
original vintage roof rack and some other odds and ends. Car is registered in TX but has a CA
title in my name. Willys starts and runs and is not finished. Original Pink Slip slip for Willys.
Chopped 8 inches, has shaved doors, has frenched tail lights, grill has been flipped, front
fenders filled to change look, rear wheel wells have had front fender trims welded to body. The
body has been professionally welded to the frame. Bodywork professionally repaired. The
Willys sits on a Buick Regal frame. The motor is a IROC motor with a mild cam with many
custom parts added. The transmission is from the same car and is a R. It is 2WD only. The body
may be atop a non jeep 2WD chassis. Maybe transmission maybe something else. Wish I had
the time to work on but not looking like anytime soon. Obviously needs pretty much full
restoration but definitely a good start. Clean title in hand. All 6an braided trans and fuel lines
Has the typical jeep rust issues that where fixed sometime during its life, not perfect but a fun
little rat rod that turns heads. US Army Military Police theme. Runs and drive great! Many
Custom touches. Show winning Rat Rod!! No checks, no trades. Has anyone been following the
sales of this type of hot rod jeep? Are buyers paying big bucks for them? Thanks to Mike for
sharing this detailed, interesting jeep rod. The grille redesign seems particularly creative. View
all the information ebay. Absolutely one of a kind! New build, just finished! Professionally built,
36 years of experience Custom grill Metal skeletal hands on steering fenders Chevy small block
service block, rebuilt, no miles turbo trans with a shift kit horsepower Ford 8. Runs and drives
great new windshield and back glass. Would trust it anywhere. Really cool project. Original
motor. Custom made gauge set. Starts, moves, and stops. Eye catching body waiting for your
choice of color. Hot rod Jeep. Vehicle Information. Google Ad Google Ad. Powered by
Wordpress , theme based on the Simple Grid Theme. Some of the Daimler Chrysler, Inc. Home
About email Need to contact me and don't have my email? No title. Mark spotted this custom
build. Not much Maverick left in this updated and modified wagon. Another unusual JeepRod
build. Seller includes phone number within the ad. Lots of mods. Lots of mods to this custom
truck. Someone went all-out with this Halloween-esque build. Unusual build. No description
provided. Google Ad. COM Andy's m All rights reserved. Having long ago transcended its
humble beginning as a friendly, daylong event aimed at spreading the word about the trails and
outdoor opportunities in and around the Moab, Utah, region, the Easter Jeep Safari is now
revered as one of the premier Jeep and off-road events in the world. Whether nearly stock or
inspired caricatures, all of the Jeep concepts share one endearing trait: They can wheel under
their own power. Click through for a tour of the lineup. The interior is also true to the s, with few
changes to the rectilinear dashboard. Nostalgia-inducing touches such as a car phone and an
old Nintendo Game Boy really drive home the point, and a plaid-pattern headliner provides a bit
of whimsy. Even s icon David Hasselhoff gets a shout-out, courtesy of this graphic hiding on a
doorframe. Still, it would be a shame not to let it stretch its legs in Moab. Dodge Viper seats are
surrounded by a custom-built roll cage, while a bikini top offers shade and cover from the
elements. The inch BFGoodrich all-terrain tires wrap around Jeep Performance Parts inch
wheels with color-matched beadlock rings. A two-way air system takes the hassle out of airing
the tires up and down for conditions, and a two-inch lift kit keeps some daylight between the
rubber and the metal. Developed in conjunction with the Automotive Lighting division of
Magneti Marelli, the Luminator has an arsenal of illumination that includes magnetic underbody
rock lights, 7. High-powered LED spotlights are mounted to the A-pillars, and a scanning LED
light bar module with active-spot and dynamic following technology is mounted to the hood. It
glows red for stop, amber for speeds up to 3 mph, and green for up to 25 mph, and it can also
function as a white rear floodlight. We speculatedâ€”and Jeep confirmedâ€”that these taillamps
are from a Ferrari. Can you guess which one? An unlikely combination of a Jeep Wrangler and a
classic hot-rod aesthetic, the Quicksand may be puzzling in theory but is captivating in person.
Underneath the chopped-roof s-era sedanesque body sits a lengthened Wrangler chassis. The
inch wheels are a riff on classic Halibrand mag rims, complete with spinners. Of course the

Quicksand is powered by a cubic-inch Hemi V-8 crate engine. We dig the six-speed manual
transmission, too. And who could miss those gleaming velocity stacks poking through the
hood? Or the snaking headers that meet in fluted outlets just ahead of each door? And is that a
Viper steering wheel we see? Barely on the scene long enough to get its tires wet, the new-forCompass will make its first Moab appearance in just a few weeks. Motivation comes by way of
the standard 2. Exterior tweaks include gloss-black side-mirror caps, a custom hood graphic,
side stripes, and dark-tinted head- and taillamps. LEDs are used for the headlights and fog
lights as well as on the windshield-header-mounted light bar and the spotlights on the A-pillars.
Other off-road features include a pair of Dana 44 axles and Fox shocks. The floor is coated with
spray-in bedliner to better battle the elements. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to
search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks
of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of Michael Simari. Jeep Grand One Concept.
The starting point was a Grand Cherokee that the Jeep team found on Craigslist. Jeep CJ66
Concept. Jeep Luminator Concept. Jeep Quicksand Concept. Jeep Trailpass Concept. Orange
accent on the wheels matches the hue of the tow hooks. Jeep Switchback Concept.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. This content is created and maintained by a third
party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able
to find more information about this and similar content at piano. More From Features. Refine
your search. Automatic 18 Manual 3. Pickup 21 Sedan 4 Coupe 2 Suv 2 Roadster 1. Rear 7 2wd 2
4wd 1 Front 1. Gasoline 7 Diesel 2. Popular Similar Cars. Google Ads. Refine search. Average to
good body with a little filler over the years. Floor shift fun to drive. Inline 6 cylinder engine runs
and drives ok Bucket Seats. This rat rod for sale sits on a 2x3 boxed tubular frame that has been
notched in the rear to accommodate the low stance. Sitting out front where the hood would
have been is a chevrolet small block cid v8 with rams head exhaust manifolds backed by the
awesome powerglide 2 speed transmission. Wilwood for the stopping duties up front that are
controlled by the wilwood adjustable proportioning valve. Options for this ford truck for sale
include: power brakes, cloth interior, radial tires, hub caps and lumbar support. Cloth Interior.
Grand Ridge, IL 3 years ebay. Has two bucket seats for the front ant the top of the back seat.
The car comes with one new radiator and two used and body panels to assemble all in solid
condition. Original front and back windshields. The engine is a 70 with an automatic trans and a
2 barrel carb , ran well before being the car was disassembled still spins freely. It is a Arizona
car, Body is super clean , as is the floors , trunk and frame Bucket Seats. This T-bucket has
been designed for maximum interior space, and features a R4 rebuilt transmission with a
reversed manual valve body like having a stick shift but with no need for clutch , rebuilt Chevy
S10 bolt 4x4 rear-end, and Ford front axle beam. Marseilles, IL 3 years ebay. For complete listing
information please select the click to bid button to see this item on ebay. This is a f that looks
like a clean old truck but drives like a modern cop car. Body: this is a factory short bed,
styleside truck. It is not a shortened long bed. It was a midwestern truck. The cab was pretty far
gone. It was replaced with a clean cab and inner fenders out of nevada. Floors got a little work,
but rust was minimal. Box and front fenders have had some work. Body wasn't perfectly
prepped because the original intent was to go for the rat rod look. Spray it, degloss it and add
some primer spots, faux patina and vintage phillips 66 signage. But once it was sprayed, it
looked so dang good, i couldn't bring myself to degloss it. Very nice driver quality paint. Bottom
of box was coated with a gloss, kevlar reinforced coating. Bottom of cab was sprayed with
bedliner that was colored to match. New reproduction core support, halogen headlights with h4
bulbs. All new weather stripping and window felts. New shaded windshield. Steering,
suspension, brakes and frame: original frame, cleaned and gloss black kevlar reinforced
coating. All steering, suspension and brakes were removed and replaced with parts from a
donor, 05 crown vic texas state police cruiser. Rear axle and rear disc brakes are from the same
police car. Motor: ford from a late 70's f Moderate cam and edelbrock intake. Fuel injected with a
fitech system as pictured. New, large capacity aluminum radiator. It is very hot here this week
and this truck drives and idles cool. There are no disappointments in how this truck runs. I have
just over miles on it this past week that i've been driving it. Fresh build with a shift kit. Very
positive shifts but not harsh. Rear axle: 3. Exhaust: doug's headers, flow master 40 series type
mufflers, custom bent pipes. Nice deep sound but not loud. Interior is all fresh with new paint,
restored original gauge cluster, new carpet, new visors and professionally restored and
recovered seat. Pioneer stereo with usb and bluetooth. New glove box liner. Chrome tilt steering
column. Truck has new fuse box and all new wiring. All lights, horn, wipers, heater function.
Read this: i am selling this truck because i have more vehicles and projects that i do room. I
don't need to sell it for the money. It seems like everything i list, i have to relist twice or three
times because money isn't available. Great sleeper, rat rod or classic restore. Cool old rat rod
for sale. I do not know much about the car, saw it in a guysdriveway and asked him if he wanted

so sell it. I know it has a ford front endwith rack steering. Font disc brakes, tilt steering wheel.
And a very powerful engine. The car needs some love to be perfect but the body is decent,
theinterior is decent needs headliner. Frame and underside are solid. The cargoes down the
road good shifts and stops good. Easily smokes the tires from astandstill. Would make
someone a nice project. Can deliver on flat bed within miles for a reasonable fee. Gateway
classic cars of tampa is proud to offer this killer detroit speedcraft t-bucket! A roll-bar has been
added as well for extra safety. Classicsnaperville, il ph: web: Clear title, solid underside and
frame. Needs a full restoration, or would make a great ratrod. Pictures coming soon. By
appointment only. Rev wheel with newer tires, dual exhaust,floors are solid, great affordable
patina rat rod pick up truck-ready to roll. This truck has has a recent frame off restoration. Great
year for this c truck is from north carolina, has a patina style exterior, interior has been redone
in houndstooth, has a with headers, 4 b carb, turbo automatic transmission, has power steering
and power disc brakes. It is tastefully done in terms of color, interior, and trim. Seller's
Comments and Description: Master clyinder,brake lines,electric,interior,alumium radiator ,gas
tank. Seller's comments and description: master clyinder,brake lines,electric,interior,alumium
radiator ,gas tank. New gauges except for speedometer, new battery in cooler,zoomies,custom
extensions ,new glass all around,all fluids changed,oil,antifreeze,transmission. Details
conditionyear used contact seller. I have a Ford Pickup Rat Rod has automatic in it runs and
drives out great ready to go to the shows. Cab Short Bed 2WD. Seller's comments and
description: description:i have for sale a m-m traditional endloader hearse. The hearse runs and
drives good but needs new tires, tune-up, and valve cover gaskets. The interior has some
staining do to mold , it has been cleaned. There is no warranty and i have the right to end the
auction at any time. Been setting 35 years, no motor or trans, factory hemi car, interior is
complete but rough, bumpers are solid, floor pans have some rust but aren't totally gone.
Would be a cool rat rod or a good donor car. Clear illinois title. Trade Harley for project, rat rod,
jeep, etc. Somonauk, IL 4 years racingjunk. Trade Halrey for rat rod, atv, etc. Powered by a
re-built cubic inch V8 small block Chevy which is mated to a rebuilt turbo transmission and a 10
bolt rear end with a 3. The exterior of the car is finished in a coat of flat black primer giving the
car a unique rat-rod look which is perfectly off-set with the new chrome bumpers, newly re
chromed front grill, and chrome accents all around. When restored a 4 barrel Carter carburetor
was added, a dual exhaust system with straight side pipes was installed, a modern alternator
and a high flow radiator were installed giving the car much added performance Cloth Interior.
Smoothed and painted firewall Engine: ci 4 bolt main block,. Hasn't run in many years pulled out
of storage have keys have title motor turns has rust solid frame will need floor pans perfect rat
rod or restore power windows and AC. This was from california originally, very solid car, skirts,
hubcaps, power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, factory cruise control, power seats,
spare, jack, decent chrome, straight body, older paint with a few touch up spots, great solid car
to restore or make a rat rod out of. Sits good, pictures coming soon. Original title, garage kept.
Great car to drive now and enjoy immediately. Fully insured and bonded. Professional service.
Call for an appointment joe, Third generation family business. This is one very cool old school
roadster with plenty of "rat rod" appeal. Pushing this fiberglass ford around is a chrysler cid v8
paired to a chrysler transmission. Mechanically, this ford is something that is a step above the
rest. It idles just right and that is thanks to a a demon 4 barrel cfm carburetor that is dialed in
perfectly. There is lots of chrome to make this old ford shine bright while letting out deafening
exhaust notes. There are chrome headers and side pipes, chrome 90amp alternator, chrome
starter and a custom chrome roll bar. For over hd photos and video, please check us out on
Chevrolet: C Chevrolet C Some amateur body work, some rust in the rockers, cab corner and
bed. Extremely solid North Dakota truck fun to drive lots of thumbs up. Needs turn signal
assembly for column, vent window assembly, have glass. Great for a shop truck, rat rod or
those Menards runs. New gas tank, voltage regulator, new exhaust - have original seat. Exhaust
through cab. Bucket Seats. Somonauk, IL 3 years racingjunk. Bids will close december 28, The
proceeds from the sale of this truck will be donated to fisher house foundation, a not-for-profit
organization established to improve the quality of life for members of the military, retirees,
veterans and their families. The andrezzis purchased the truck in He had a sign made up that
invites vietnam veterans to sign the truck or sign the tailgate reserved in memory of the fallen
brothers and sisters who made the ultimate sacrifice. The generous people of these
organizations are dedicated to shining a light on the truck, getting media attention, sharing
personal stories and providing support for vietnam veterans. The impact this truck has had is
truly astounding. Gateway classic cars was chosen as the venue for national exposure. The
truck will go to the indivi
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dual with highest offer over reserve. S lettering in franklinville, nj who put his other projects on
hold to pinstripe and letter the truck for free. S who donated parts for the truck. Fisher house is
a not-for-profit organization established to improve the quality of life for members of the
military, retirees, veterans and their families. The foundation builds comfort homes at military
and va medical centers and gifts them to the government. It has a superb rating of out of by
charity navigator. The group operates 67 locations and served about 25, families in These are
impressive numbers indeed. Custom aluminum door panels blend in nicely and finish the inside
look while lots of pin striping on the rear and the vintage caddy air cleaner in the front says look
at me. The solid steel body has a nice set patina that screams Rat Rod at the top of its rat lungs.
Ringwood, IL 3 years racingjunk. Diesel Dually Rat Rod Cummins. Alton, IL 3 years racingjunk.
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